OOPS!
Avoid common recycling mistakes.

It’s important to **ONLY** put acceptable recycling material in your blue cart. The wrong items can reduce the quality of good recyclables and damage sorting equipment.

**Be CartSmart**

Your neighbourhood was randomly selected for quick checks of recycling carts.

**By checking blue carts, we hope to:**

- Encourage proper sorting
- Gather information on common mistakes

Not sure where an item should go?

**Waste Wizard**

Search the item for disposal options.

For a complete list of acceptable material, visit Regina.ca/waste.
Be CartSmart

Please keep the items marked below OUT of your cart:

- Stretchy plastic bags and film:

- Crinkly plastic packaging:

- Food and yard waste:
  Food must be removed from packaging

- Paper disposable cups:

- Bagged recyclables:
  Put recyclables loose in your blue cart. Only shredded paper should be bagged.

- Other:

**TIPS**

Keep items clean, loose and dry!
Glass jars can also be taken to SARCAN.

**Thanks for recycling!**

For more information, visit Regina.ca/waste or call Service Regina at 306-777-7000.